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Outline of the paper

I Research question(s):

I Does bank holdings of ARM affect monetary policy pass through?

I Several crucial implications:

- Monetary policy effectiveness

- Interest rate risk and financial stability

I Research design:

I Identify high-frequency monetary policy shocks combined with market

price reactions
I Quarterly FFR changes and bank balance-sheet information
I Quarterly FFR changes and bank-firm syndicated loans

I Results: In response to monetary tightening shocks, ARM-heavy banks:

I enjoy a positive market reaction
I reduce credit less aggressively
I experience higher interest income (in the future)
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General remarks

I Timely and important question

I Great execution, and very well written

I Relevant and informative for both academics and policy makers

I A few comments:

I Aggregate effects on inflation: how to reconcile the micro

and macro evidence

I Bank preferences for interest rate risk

I The short term impact on interest income
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Comment 1: Aggregate consumption and ARM

I Some aggregate, macro-level evidence on stronger path-trough effects of

ARM (Mishkin 2007, Garriga et al. 2017, Pica 2022)

(Pica, 2022)

I Aggregate consumption more responsive to monetary policy loosening in

high-ARM economies.
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I If so, why?
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Comment 1: Who originates mortgages?

I Mortgage origination by non-banks increasing very rapidly.

(Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski, and Seru, 2023)
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Comment 2: Bank preferences for interest rate risk

I Banks may differ in their preferences for exposure to interest rate

risk (maturity mismatch).

I This is a function of assets as well as funding structure.

- Holdings: average maturity of loan portfolios and securities,

HTM or AFS, etc.

- Funding: core deposits, short-term versus long-term whole-sale

funding, etc.

I ARM holdings may be only one manifestation of this preference.

I In sum, a larger set of control variables to account for interest

risk preferences.

- Perhaps, following English et al. (2018)?

I Any IV or shock for ARM? change in regulation, or perhaps

change in ARM due to M&A?
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Comment 3: Interest income dynamics

I Why the differential negative effects early on?

I Why does it take so long for it to become positive? Some

statistics on repricing periods?
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